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We propose a scheme for quantum cryptography that uses the squeezing phase of a two-mode squeezed state
to transmit information securely between two parties. The basic principle behind this scheme is the fact that
each mode of the squeezed field by itself does not contain any information regarding the squeezing phase. The
squeezing phase can only be obtained through a joint measurement of the two modes. This, combined with the
fact that it is possible to perform remote squeezing measurements, makes it possible to implement a secure
quantum communication scheme in which a deterministic signal can be transmitted directly between two
parties while the encryption is done automatically by the quantum correlations present in the two-mode
squeezed state.
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One of the most interesting applications to have emerged
from the recent growth in quantum optics is quantum cryp-
tography. This field started with the pioneering work of Ben-
net and Brassard �1�. The basic idea is to use unique
quantum-mechanical properties, such as entanglement and
superposition of states, in order to transmit a signal securely
between two parties. These fundamental quantum-
mechanical properties allow us, in principle, to detect the
presence of an eavesdropper with certainty, thus making it
possible to determine if a channel is secure. The basic
mechanism used in quantum cryptography for the detection
of an eavesdropper is that any measurement inevitably dis-
turbs the state of the system.

All of the initial quantum cryptography schemes were
based either on single photons �1� or entangled photon pairs
�2�. As a result, their experimental implementation is limited
due to the lack of good single-photon sources as well as
efficient single-photon detectors. In order to overcome these
limitations there have been some recent proposals that ex-
tend the ideas of discrete quantum cryptography into the do-
main of continuous variables �CVs� �3–9�. For these new
schemes, the two-mode squeezed state �TMSS� has proven to
be the basic source of continuous variable entanglement.
These quantum states of the field are routinely generated, the
most common method being the optical parametric oscillator
�OPO� �10,11�, and can be detected with high efficiency
through the use of homodyne detection.

In this paper we propose a CV quantum cryptography
scheme that uses the squeezing phase of a TMSS in order to
transmit information between two parties. The scheme is
based on the facts that each mode of a TMSS by itself does
not contain any information regarding the squeezing phase,
and that it is possible to perform remote squeezing measure-
ments. As opposed to most previous schemes, the scheme
presented here allows for the secure transmission of a deter-
ministic signal. It thus allows for the secure transmission of
an encryption key as well as the possibility of sending a
message directly. In the case in which a message is transmit-
ted directly, the encryption is done automatically by the

quantum correlations present between the modes of a TMSS.
As with any other quantum communication protocol, it is
necessary to verify the security of the quantum channel used.
This can be done, as well, with the help of the quantum
correlations present in a TMSS �12,13�.

We start by looking at the relevant properties of a TMSS.
The two-mode squeezed state is defined according to �14�

��,�;�� = D̂1���D̂2���Ŝ12����0,0� , �1�

where D̂���=exp��â†−�*â� is the displacement operator,

Ŝ12���=exp��*â1â2−�â1
†â2

†� is the two-mode squeezing op-
erator, and �=sei� is the squeezing parameter. The quantum
correlations present in a TMSS become more evident when it
is written in terms of number states. Such an expansion can
be shown to be given by �15�

��,�;�� =
1

cosh s
�
n=0

�

�− ei� tanh s�n��;n���;n� , �2�

where s is the degree of squeezing, � is the squeezing phase,

and �� ;n�= D̂����n� is the displaced number state. As we can
see from Eq. �2�, there are perfect quantum correlations be-
tween the displaced number states of the two modes.

We now investigate the properties of the individual modes
through the reduced density matrices, which from Eq. �2� can
be shown to be given by

�̂1 =
1

cosh2 s
�
n=0

�

�tanh s�2n��;n���;n� ,

�̂2 =
1

cosh2 s
�
n=0

�

�tanh s�2n��;n���;n� . �3�

The main thing to note from Eq. �3� is that each mode by
itself carries no information regarding the squeezing phase,
only about the degree of squeezing. As a result, if one looks
at the noise of an individual mode using homodyne detec-
tion, it will be phase independent. It is necessary to make a
combined measurement of the two modes in order to extract
the squeezing phase. It is then possible to take advantage of*Electronic address: marino@optics.rochester.edu
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this property of a TMSS and use the squeezing phase to
encode information. In fact, each mode by itself has more
noise than a coherent state; however, due to the fact that the
noise in the two modes is correlated it is possible to get the
noise below that of a coherent state when making a joint
measurement. This fact was used by Pereira et al. �9� in
order to hide a classical message in the excess noise of each
mode and then use the quantum correlations between the
modes to extract the message.

In order to take advantage of the fact that the squeezing
phase can only be obtained from a combined measurement of
both modes of the squeezed field, it is necessary to use a
measurement technique that allows us to perform a remote
squeezing measurement. This can be done using the scheme
shown in Fig. 1 �16�. By using this detection scheme it is
possible to perform local balanced homodyne measurements
on each of the modes of the TMSS and then combine the
resulting measurements in order to extract the squeezing
phase information. Once the two local measurements are
combined, the variance of the resulting signal can be shown
to be of the form

���n̂12�2� = 2�ELO�2	e−2s cos2
�1 + �2 − �

2
�

+ e2s sin2
�1 + �2 − �

2
�� , �4�

where ELO is the amplitude of the local oscillator �LO�, �1 is
the relative phase between LO1 and the corresponding mode
of the TMSS, â1, and �2 is the relative phase between LO2
and â2. In deriving this expression it has been assumed that
the amplitude of the two local oscillators is the same. As can
be seen from Eq. �4�, it is possible to change the quadrature
that is measured by changing the phase of either LO.

Using these two elements it is possible to implement a
quantum cryptography scheme that uses the squeezing phase
of a TMSS to transmit information between two parties, Al-
ice and Bob. The basic communication scheme is shown in
Fig. 2. Alice uses a squeezed light source, such as an OPO,
to generate a TMSS and sends one of the modes to Bob over
a quantum channel while keeping the other mode. In order
for Bob to perform his homodyne measurements, he needs to
have a LO which is phase coherent with the mode he re-
ceives. Alice can also send a coherent state LO to Bob by
combining it with the squeezed beam by using a polarizing

beam splitter �PBS�. Bob then splits the LO and the squeezed
mode using another PBS and performs a homodyne measure-
ment. When performing his measurements, Bob keeps the
phase of the LO constant. As can be seen from the reduced
density matrix of the TMSS, Eq. �3�, Bob will have gained
no information, except for the degree of squeezing, by per-
forming this measurement. Which means that if an eaves-
dropper, Eve, were to intercept the mode sent to Bob, she
would not be able to extract any information either.

As can be seen from Eq. �4�, the noise of the combined
homodyne measurements of the modes of the TMSS can be
switched between the minimum and maximum noise levels
by performing a 	 phase shift on the LO of either Alice or
Bob. Thus in order to transmit the signal, Alice encodes the
information on her part of the TMSS by changing the phase
of the LO she uses to perform her homodyne measurements.
This can easily be done with the help of an electro-optic
modulator, thus allowing for a high speed encoding of the
signal. Once Alice has encoded the information on her mode
by making the homodyne measurements and Bob has fin-
ished making his set of homodyne measurements, she can
send her measurement results to Bob over a public channel.
As is the case with the mode sent to Bob, the measurement
results obtained by Alice will contain no information on the
encoded signal. It is necessary to combine the two measure-
ments in order to retrieve the signal. Once Bob receives the
measurements from Alice he can combine both his and Al-
ice’s measurements to decode the signal. Since Bob keeps
the phase of his LO constant, once he combines both mea-
surements, he will see a signal whose variance will be chang-
ing between two different levels which represent the infor-
mation encoded by Alice.

As with any other quantum key distribution �QKD�
scheme, it is necessary to verify the security of the quantum
channel used to send Bob his part of the TMSS. In the pro-
posed scheme described above, this can be done through the
quantum correlations present in the TMSS. Since Bob does
not need to change the phase of his LO when performing his
measurements, all the information he decodes after combin-
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FIG. 1. Detection scheme for remote squeezing measurements.
A local homodyne measurement of each mode is performed, after
which the resulting photocurrents are combined to obtain a com-
plete characterization of the two-mode squeezed state. Operators â1

and â2 represent the two modes of the squeezed state. Notation:
LO=local oscillator; BS=beam splitter; SA=spectrum analyzer.
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FIG. 2. Proposed quantum cryptography scheme. The squeezing
phase of the TMSS is used to transmit information between Alice
and Bob. The information is encoded through the modulation of the
local oscillator used by Alice to perform her homodyne measure-
ments. The information is decoded by Bob by combining his and
Alice’s measurement results. Notation: TMSS=two-mode squeezed
state; LO=local oscillator; EOM=electro-optical modulator; BS
=beam splitter; PBS=polarizing beam splitter; 
 /2=half wave
plate.
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ing both his and Alice’s measurements can be used both for
generating a cryptographic key and verifying the security of
the channel. A complete security analysis of the proposed
scheme is beyond the scope of this paper. Instead, we focus
on the usual attack strategies for continuous variables �3,17�,
such as intercept and resend and partial interception of the
mode sent to Bob.

Once the measurement is performed by Alice, the result-
ing photocurrent can be treated as a classical signal �18�.
Thus as long as the electronic noise of the components used
is low enough, any division or amplification of this classical
signal will not affect the final result. In the following analy-
sis we thus consider the worst case scenario, which corre-
sponds to one in which Eve can make a perfect copy of the
information sent through the public channel without modify-
ing it.

The easiest form of attack is the intercept and resend strat-
egy. In this case Eve intercepts the mode sent to Bob. As can
be seen from Eq. �3�, Eve will have gained no information on
the squeezing phase from this mode and thus no information
on the transmitted signal. Since in principle it is possible to
extract the degree of squeezing present in the TMSS from the
measurement of a single mode, Eve could resend a mode of
a TMSS with the same degree of squeezing to Bob. How-
ever, the new mode sent out by Eve will not be entangled
with the mode retained by Alice. Thus when Bob combines
his and Alice’s measurement results the combined signal will
contain more noise than a coherent state and will be phase
independent. That is, there will be no squeezing and the
modulation of the variance will not be present. Thus this type
of attack can easily be detected.

The other usual strategy of attack is partial interception.
In this case Eve splits part of the signal and uses this together
with the classical signal to gain information on the transmit-
ted signal. To see the effect this type of attack would have on
the degree of squeezing we need to look at the case in which
only the mode sent to Bob experiences losses. If we assume
that Eve intercepts a portion 1−� of the mode sent to Bob,
then the variance of the combined signal takes the form

���n̂12�2� = �ELO�2�1 − �� + e−2s	1 + �

2

+ �� cos��1 + �2 − ���
+ e2s	1 + �

2
− �� cos��1 + �2 − ���� . �5�

In the case of a coherent state, s=0, Eq. �5� can be shown to
be phase independent and to reduce to the expected level of
2 �ELO�2. In order to see the effect of partial interception on
the amount of squeezing that is measured, we look at the
measured degree of squeezing, which is defined according to

D��� = 10 log10	 ���n̂12�2�min

���n̂12�2�cs
� , �6�

where ���n̂12�2�min is the minimum variance of the squeezed
state and ���n̂12�2�cs represents the variance of a coherent

state. This quantity is plotted for different initial degrees of
squeezing in Fig. 3. As can be seen from this figure any loss
will result in a reduction of the measured degree of squeez-
ing, as expected. The rate at which this happens becomes
larger for a higher initial degree of squeezing, which means
that the losses become more evident. Thus the ability to de-
tect any eavesdropping increases as the initial squeezing pa-
rameter s increases. An interesting thing to notice from Fig. 3
is that as �→0 the noise goes above that of the coherent
state. The reason for this is that each mode by itself has
excess noise, so that if there is loss in only one of the modes
then the cancellation of this excess noise is not perfect, thus
leading to more noise than a coherent state for large losses.

If the minimum and maximum values of the variance, Eq.
�5�, are used for the transmission of the signal, then the
signal-to-noise ratio �SNR� is given by

�SNR� =
���n̂12�2�max − ���n̂12�2�min

���n̂12�2�min

=
4�� sinh 2s

�1 − �� + e−2s��1 + ��/2 + ��� + e2s��1 + ��/2 − ���
.

�7�

The effect of losses on the SNR can be seen in Fig. 4. We
again see that a higher degree of squeezing will lead to a
larger change in SNR for a given amount of loss. From these
results we have, for example, that for s=1, which corre-
sponds to squeezing of around 8.5 dB, a reduction of the
amount of squeezing measured and of the SNR of about
1 dB requires the interception of only 7% of the mode. Thus
making it a very sensitive way of detecting any interception
of part of the mode sent to Bob.

Eve could instead use a quantum attack, such as an optical
tap �19� or a quantum nondemolition measurement �20� in
order to gain some extra information without being detected.
However, this type of attack would lead to increased noise in
the quadrature conjugate to the quadrature that is measured.
Since the proposed scheme effectively measures both
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FIG. 3. Degree of squeezing measured by Bob after combining
his and Alice’s measurements as a function of the losses, 1−�, in
the mode sent to Bob.
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quadratures, this type of attack can also be identified by
monitoring the quantum correlations of the TMSS. By also
modulating the squeezing phase �, in addition to Alice’s LO,
an extra degree of security can be added for the quantum
attacks described above. As can be seen from Eq. �4�, as long
as the quantity �1−� is changed by a factor of 	 the scheme
presented above will not be modified.

In practice, the degree of squeezing or correlations for a
given quantum channel can be established. Thus once the
losses in the quantum channel have been accounted for, both
the degree of squeezing and the SNR can be used to verify if
unauthorized access to the quantum channel has occurred.

As opposed to most previous schemes �3–8�, which rely
on both Alice and Bob making random measurements of the
quadratures of the field, the scheme presented here does not
require Bob to actively select between different measure-
ments. Only a single beam, Alice’s LO, needs to be phase
modulated in order to encode the signal. As a result, a higher
transmission rate can be achieved due to the fact that all the
information received by Bob can be used both to generate
the encryption key and to verify the security of the quantum
channel through the quantum correlations present in the
TMSS.

The fact that a deterministic signal can be sent with our
scheme opens up the possibility of using it for the secure
transmission of a message. This allows the bypassing of the
encryption-decryption process, thus making the communica-
tion process more efficient while maintaining the security of
the proposed continuous variable QKD scheme. When the
scheme is used for the transmission of a cryptographic key, if
the presence of an eavesdropper is detected then the whole
key can be thrown away and a new one generated. However,
this is not the case when a message is sent. In this case, in
order to verify the security of the channel, Alice needs to

insert check bits at random times throughout the message.
Since the check bits are inserted at random times, Eve will
not know when to perform a measurement in order to inter-
cept the message but not the check bits. As a result, the
eavesdropping will affect both the message and the check
bits. Once Bob measures the mode he received, Alice sends
her measurements results on the check bits and tells Bob
which time slots correspond to these bits. Bob can then use
the information obtained from combining his and Alice’s re-
sults for the check bits in order to verify the security of the
quantum channel as described above. Once the security of
the channel has been verified, Alice can send her measure-
ment results for the actual message to Bob, who just needs to
combine them with his results in order to decode the mes-
sage. If the presence of an eavesdropper is detected, a differ-
ent quantum channel needs to be used and the process re-
peated.

An important thing to consider for the proposed scheme is
that in order to use the squeezing phase as the means to
transmit information it is necessary to have a good control
over the relative phase differences, �1 and �2, between the
local oscillators and the corresponding mode of the TMSS
when performing the local homodyne measurements. In gen-
eral, things such as the transmission of the LO and the mode
of the TMSS from Alice to Bob will introduce phase fluctua-
tions between the two fields. It is thus necessary to compen-
sate for any phase fluctuations by actively stabilizing the
relative phases when performing the homodyne measure-
ments. It is possible to do such an active stabilization due to
the fact that the variance of the combined local measure-
ments, Eq. �4�, depends on the relative phase difference be-
tween each of the local oscillators and the corresponding
mode of the TMSS. Thus the beat note from each of the local
homodyne measurements will contain information regarding
the corresponding relative phase difference. This information
can then be used to actively compensate for any phase fluc-
tuations that may arise. The possibility of stabilizing the rela-
tive phase between the LO and the squeezed field when mak-
ing a homodyne detection has been shown by Chelkowski et
al. �21� for the case of a bright squeezed field and by McK-
enzie et al. �22� for the case of a vacuum squeezed state.

In conclusion, we have presented a quantum cryptography
scheme that relies on the squeezing phase of a TMSS for the
secure transmission of information. The security of the quan-
tum channel used can be verified with the help of the quan-
tum correlations present in the squeezed field, since the pres-
ence of an eavesdropper will result in a decrease in the
degree of squeezing measured as well as an increase in the
error rate of the transmitted signal. Apart from the usual
application of quantum cryptographic systems for the trans-
mission of encryption keys, the proposed scheme allows for
the transmission of a deterministic signal between two par-
ties, thus opening the possibility for direct transmission of
messages.
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FIG. 4. Signal-to-noise ratio of quantum cryptography scheme
as a function of the losses, 1−�, present in the mode of the TMSS
sent to Bob.
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